Comparison of elevation, curvature, and power descriptors for corneal topographic mapping.
Corneal topography systems sample thousands of surface points and from these data different descriptors are derived to create maps of the cornea. Without visualizing and comparing the maps, it is difficult to appreciate the implications of each descriptor for mapping. We created and compared several maps of an ellipsotoric cornea based on the following surface descriptors: relative elevation, dioptric curvature, and refractive power. Each map presented a different picture of the same cornea. Only elevation maps show true topography but must be calculated relative to an appropriate reference surface to reveal important features. Axial and to a greater degree instantaneous curvature maps bring out optically significant shape asymmetries but misrepresent refractive power away from the apex. Ray tracing maps display optical properties that are not apparent from the elevation or curvature maps, including spherical aberration. Oblique astigmatism can be described using a pair of maps for the sagittal and tangential powers at each surface point. A knowledge of these principles is necessary to interpret color maps of the corneal surface correctly.